
  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER   
September 3 - September 6……………………………………..(Test is September 6) 

Week 3’s Vocabulary Words 
1.  predatory (adj)-living by killing and eating other animals #hunter  
- A tiger is a predatory animal because it often preys on other small animals.

2. flourish (verb)-to grow strong and well #grow 
- After the enormous amount of rain, the plants began to flourish, so it was obvious that 

the rain was much needed.

3. platform (noun)-a flat, raised structure or surface #stage 
- The train finally arrived at the Georgia station, and there on the raised platform, stood 

my whole family awaiting to welcome me home.

4. hospitality (noun)-friendly and generous in entertaining guests #friendly 
- The hospitality of the staff at the Mountain Resort Hotel was amazing, because they 

were always so nice and friendly. They were always offering to help my family with 
anything that we needed! 

5. reinforce (verb)-to support or strengthen #tomaketrue 
- The tornado warning only reinforces our decision to dismiss school early today.

6. vibration (noun)- a quick and shaky motion or movement #earthquake  
- The vibration ran through our house for up to 5 seconds after the earthquake, shaking 

every table, shelf, and bed in the house!  

7. concoction (noun)-a mixture #soup 
- In her cave, the unattractive witch was combining all kinds of weird ingredients to 

create a concoction to restore her former beauty.

8. bouquet (noun)-a bunch of picked or cut flowers #flowers 
- My mother always keeps a bouquet of flowers, on the center table in the living room.

9. shield (noun)-used to cover or screen #protect 
- While at recess, Ms. KJ uses her umbrella to shield herself from the blazing sun rays.

10. extreme (adj)-very great or severe #dangerous 
- The plant could wither and die because it is very sensitive to extreme heat and cold.
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  PLEASE, KEEP ME IN YOUR HOMEWORK FOLDER   
Week 2’s Spelling Words………………………………..August 27 - September 5 

Test is September 5 
You must know how to use each underlined spelling word in a meaningful sentence. 

              

  1. to- We are going to the movies.

  2. too- We are going to the bowling alley, too.                    

  3. two- She just bowled two strikes in a row.

  4. weather- If the weather isn’t rainy, when can go skateboarding at the skate park!           

  5. whether- I can’t decide whether I should go bowling or skateboarding. 

  6.bare- She likes the bare branches of trees in the winter.

  7. bear- We saw a bear eating the berries in the forest.

  8. stair- He tripped on the bottom stair and almost fell. (stairs)               

  9. stare-It is not polite to stare at others. 

10. write- Write your spelling words three times each.           

11. right- Turn right at the light. 

12. weak- If I don’t eat a good breakfast, I feel very weak.            

13. week- There are seven days in a week. 

14. knew-  She knew the answer to the question.           

15. new- I bought a new pair of shoes. 

16. road-  They drove on the bumpy road.            

17. rode- We rode to the park. 

18. their- We went to their house.          

19. there- Don’t go over there by the ant pile. 

20. they’re- They’re going to Six Flags this weekend! 
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